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INTRODUCTION 
Otto Buck was an excellent scientist and a close personal friend. I first met Otto at 
the newly founded North American Aviation Science Center which I joined in April, 1964, 
after leaving the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Otto joined a week later from the Max 
Planck Institute in Stuttgart, Germany. We were assigned to work together, thus beginning 
a wonderful experience that lasted up to his passing in November, 1997. In our 
collaborations, Otto emphasized the theoretical modeling aspects of the work while I 
emphasized the experimental. The purpose of this paper is to recall in memoriam some of 
the highlights of Otto's early contributions to the scientific literature resulting from our 
collaboration. The period covered extends approximately from 1964 to 1974. Previous to 
this time, Otto had made significant contributions to several areas in metal physics including 
elasticity, radiation damage, and plastic deformation studies [1-8]. Because ofthe memorial 
nature of the paper, an attempt will be made to show highlights of Otto' s developments 
only and not to emphasize the individual details and rigor that always characterized Otto's 
work. The reader is referred to the original publications to extract those. 
Technical Highlights 
Three topics will be discussed here that resulted from our collaborations; they are: 
the relation of fmite amplitude waves to third order elastic constants (TOEC), the nature of 
reflections from stress-free boundaries of harmonic waves generated by finite amplitude 
waves, and descriptions of point defect/dislocation interactions derived from low amplitude 
internal function studies. A limited effort will be made to say a few words about interests 
that motivated the work at the time that it was done, the specific problem addressed and the 
approaches taken, and highlights of results obtained. 
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Determination of Third Order Elastic Constants From Finite Amplitude Ultrasonic Waves 
There was significant motivation to pursue new ways to measure third order 
constants at the time this work was undertaken [9]. On the one hand, a number of authors 
were in pursuit of an understanding of the non-linear nature of interatomic forces in solids. 
Examples are given in [10,11]. This interest was further enhanced by new capabilities [12-
15] reported for the generation of harmonics by finite amplitude ultrasonic waves, a 
phenomenon clearly related to the nature of non-linear interatomic forces and the third order 
constants. This was exciting, for this approach offered new opportunities for the 
measurement of the third order constants in non-transparent solids without the application 
of external stresses. Thus, this difficult and timely study aimed at the development of 
relationships between the second harmonic wave amplitudes generated by a fundamental 
finite amplitude ultrasonic wave and the third order elastic constants of the material was 
undertaken. Because of the mathematical complexities of the problem, the work focused on 
the development of such relationships in cubic materials with wave propagation in arbitrary 
directions within a { 110} type crystal plane using both longitudinal and transverse ultrasonic 
waves. Careful attention was paid to the utilization of model geometries that were 
compatible with usual ultrasonic experimental procedures. 
A fairly general approach was taken in setting up the problem. The equation of 
motion was written in Lagrangian coordinates as 
(1) 
in which Y is the material density, ii the vector acceleration of the unit cell, and 0" the stress 
tensor given by 
(2) 
In (2), Po is the static density, J and J are the Jacobian and its inverse, lit is defmed by 
(3) 
in which the a' s are the unit cell axes, and W is the energy density and includes cubic terms 
in the strain; it introduces the third order elastic constants into the computation. 
Solutions were obtained for the equation of motion using a standard pertubation 
technique. The total particle displacement vector!! was expanded in a power series and 
both the infmitely small wave amplitude and the second order harmonic amplitudes that 
contain information on the third order constants were obtained. 
Neglecting here any discussion of the usual first order, infinitely small amplitude 
solutions, it was found that the second order, harmonic waves that contain the third order 
constants were generally very complex and contained dependencies upon both the 
fundamental and harmonic frequencies as well as amplitude terms that depend both linearly 
and quadratically upon the generating frequency and the path length of the propagating 
wave. For example, second order displacements u * * generated by a compressional 
excitation of amplitude A or a transverse excitation of amplitude B could be written as 
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and 
(5) 
In Equation (4), the harmonic displacement!:! * * due to an initial compressional excitation A 
has, in general, both shear (BI) and longitudinal (AI) components proportional to al and s, 
the distance the wave has propagated, and a longitudinal component (~) proportional only 
to m and independent of distance propagated. The harmonic displacement u;" generated by 
an initial transverse impulse B has a similar structure. 
In order to get results useful to the determination of the third order elastic constants, 
computations were made for specific propagation directions within the { llO} type plane. 
Table I shows results obtained in which the coefficients of the harmonic displacement 
amplitudes are expressed in terms of the third order constants for longitudinal waves. Table 
II shows the same results for transverse waves polarized within the { IIO} type plane. 
Otto's work in the development of theoretical relationships for coupling the third 
order elastic constants to the harmonic amplitudes generated by finite amplitude ultrasonic 
excitations has several important consequences. He determined that it would be possible to 
determine CliP C112 , CI66 and CI44 + C456 by usual ultrasonic measurement techniques using 
various crystalline orientations. He also showed that this method of determination of the 
third order constants is not affected by values of fourth and higher order elastic constants 
since these constants do not contribute to the second harmonic generation. Finally, the 
work is obviously fundamental to current activities in NDE in the use of the so-called non-
linear parameter for materials characterization. 
Reflections of Harmonic Generation by Finite Amplitude Waves at Stress-Free Boundaries 
In order to have confidence in the utilization of standard ultrasonic pulse echo 
techniques for the measurement of third order constants and attenuation effects, there was a 
strong need to develop and validate models that describe the reflections of distorted finite 
amplitude waves at stress-free boundaries, the key technique for ultrasonic measurements. 
Since it was shown in Equation (4) that the second harmonic of the distorted finite 
amplitude wave grew linearly with the distance traveled (neglecting attenuation effects), it 
was not completely obvious as to how the harmonic would behave under reflection-whether 
it would continue to grow undisturbed or follow some other behavior. Thus, strong 
motivation existed to increase our understanding of the behavior of reflection phenomenon 
of stress-free boundaries. 
A combined theoretical and experimental approach was developed. Theoretically, 
the model-based studies assumed that the stress components of the fundamental and 
harmonic components of the distorted propagating wave vanish independently at the stress-
free boundary [9]. In order to satisfy this condition, it was determined that, in addition to 
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the incident and reflected waves being present at the boundary, it was necessary to assume 
that an additional wave was generated at the boundary. Thus, solutions for the harmonic 
displacement at a stress-free boundary were found to have the form 
.. .. .. .. 
U1 total = U1 incident + U1 reflected + U1 added· (6) 
For a compressional wave propagating in a [001], [III], or [110] direction in a 
{IIO} type plane at the boundary, Equation (6) becomes 
u;· (A)TOTAL = Aw2S{ COS[ 2wt - 2~S ] + cos[ 2cm - ~~ (2L - S)]} 
- AWV 1 Sin{2cm - 2w (2L - S)} - 2AwV1 sin 2w (L - 5) (7) 
v1 v1 
+ 4Aw2(L - L interaction - 5). 
Here, L is the length of the sample, s is the propagation distance, and VI is the 
acoustic compressional wave speed. Contributions from the wave generated at the 
boundary are interesting, for they introduce a time independent length expansion term that 
depends upon the square of the frequency and parameters involving the length of the sample 
L, the distance s that the wave has propagated, and an interaction length that is related to 
the pulse length. The reader is referred to the original work for details. 
The analysis that Otto developed allowed several important conclusions to be 
developed for reflection of finite waves at stress-free boundaries. In the absence of 
attenuation, they were: 
• the amplitude of the harmonic increases with path length up to the boundary; 
after reflection, the harmonic amplitude decreases becoming zero again on the 
original. 
• the cycle repeats itself for each round trip; hence, standard pulse echo techniques 
can be used for measurement of attenuation. 
• attenuation of the harmonics should be twice that of the fundamental. 
• a time independent extension of the sample occurs in the interaction zone where 
incident and reflected waves interact. 
Several pieces of experimental work were undertaken in order to verify these 
conclusions. They included an experimental paper [16] that describes results with fused 
silica samples and the development of an ultrasonic spectrometer [17]. Figure I shows the 
multiple harmonics that could be detected with the capacity-microphone spectrometer 
approach and Fig. 2 shows measured results for the reflection of both the fundamental (25 
MHz) and harmonic (50 MHz) in the fused silica. The results show that the harmonic 
echoes behave as predicted, and that the measured attenuation for the harmonic was 0.30 
dB/cm, just twice the 0.15 dB/cm observed for the fundamental. 
Point DefectlDislocation Interactions 
A third topic to which Otto and his colleagues contributed significantly dealt with 
the development of an understanding of the interactions between point defects, i.e., 
vacancies and interstitials, and dislocations. This interest was motivated both by an active 
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Table I. Harmonic amplitudes and third order elastic constants - Longitudinal waves. 
Propagation 
Direction 
[001] 
[ Ill] 
[110] 
[001] None 
[111] None 
[110] None 
Terms in 0)2S 
Terms in 0) 
Table II. Harmonic amplitude and third order elastic constants. Transverse waves with 
{ 110] type polarization. 
Propagation 
Direction 
[001] 
[ Ill] 
[ 110] 
[001] 
[111] 
[110] 
Terms in 0)2 S 
B, =0 
B = J2 I2C111 - 12CII2 + 3CI44 - 3CI66 + 4Cl2J - C4S6 B2 
1 96v; C11 -C12 +C44 " 
BI =0 
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Figure I MUltiple harmonics in fused silica using capacity microphone spectrometer . 
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Figure 2 Logarithmic display of ultrasonic echoes in fused silica. Top trace is echo pattern 
of 2nd harmonic and bottom trace is the fundamental harmonic attenuation of 0.30 dB/cm 
and fundamental is 0.15 dB/cm. 
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research community in radiation damage research and the development of metallic work 
hardening models. Otto was deeply immersed in both. 
The specific problem highlighted here was a study done to characterize details of 
point defect/dislocation interactions in copper single crystals. 6OCO y-ray irradiation was 
used as a source for controlled defect production and internal friction measurements made at 
very small (-2xI0·s) strain amplitudes were used for defect detection and defect/dislocation 
characterization. Major goals of the study were to determine the various thermodynamic 
activation energies that control defect diffusion in the sample and the behavior of the defect 
on the dislocation and, secondly, to determine the identity of the defect studied [18, 19,20]. 
There was a large body of background material drawn upon in this work. First, a 
significant effort existed in the radiation damage community to identify specific defects that 
were mobile in various temperature ranges following irradiation with neutrons or other 
penetrating radiations. A major controversy existed as to the mobile defect in the 
temperature range covered in this work. (Stage III is essentially room temperature to 
approxhl'1ately 120°C.) Arguments centered on whether the principal defect was a single 
vacancy or a single interstitial. A second body of knowledge that was used in the work was 
the recently developed and confirmed Granato-LUcke bowing string model of dislocation 
damping in which the measured internal friction and modulus defect were found to be 
extremely sensitive to defect pinning at low strain amplitudes (-2xlO·s). In this work, 
internal friction measurements were used as "defect counters" during 6OCO y irradiation at 
temperature. From these measurements, defect arrival at the dislocation lines via diffusive 
processes from their point of creation could be counted. References can be found in the 
cited literature. 
A schematic representation of the model that Otto and his colleagues devised to 
characterize the defect/dislocation interaction at very low strain amplitudes and defect 
concentrations is shown in Fig. 3. They assumed that a y-ray penetrates the crystal volume 
and creates a Frenkel pair of lattice defects via a Compton electron process. The edge of 
the cube is defined by the average dislocation length I". From their point of creation in the 
lattice, the defects, if they are mobile at the sample temperature, can diffuse to the 
dislocat~on and pin it. However, they can still diffuse along the dislocation and possibly be 
trapped at the end nodal points (jogs. clusters of vacancies/interstitials, etc. The reader is 
referred to references cited in the original paper). In this model it is envisioned that the 
system is in thermodynamic equilibrium so that a reverse flow of the defects from the 
dislocations back to the lattice are possible. 
Figure 3 Schematic view of the model. 
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The model proposed above was summarized in a set of coupled equations as 
follows: 
(8a) 
(8b) 
(8c) 
and 
1 
2nN + ftTJ(x,t)dX + nL = ~t 
2° 
(8d) 
in which 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• LE'. DL'. DU' and • ND are, respectively, the relaxation times in an Arrhenius thermal 
activation relation for defect diffusion from lattice to the dislocation, emission from the 
dislocation back to the lattice, defect "pipeline" diffusion along the dislocation, and 
emission from the nodal point trap back to the dislocation. 
2 
D is the "pipeline" diffusion coefficient (= _a_). 
2. Du 
nL , TIN are the numbers of defects in the lattice and in the nodal points. 
TJ(x,t) is the linear concentration of defects on the dislocation segment. 
fl /2 
nD = JI' TJ(x,t)dx is the number of pinning points. 
., 
~ is the r flux, t is time. 
Thus Equation (8d) is a conservation equation that accounts for all defects produced. 
o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 
Irradialion Tim. Chou,,) 
Figure 4 Fractional dislocation decrement remaining during irradiation at four different 
temperatures. 
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Figure 5 Pinning point accumulation as a function of irradiation time at four different 
temperatures. 
Otto and his colleagues then proceeded to solve this set of equations for the four 
relaxation times in terms of known parameters and nD the total number of defects (or 
pinning points) on a dislocation line of length 10 , As noted below, nD is the observed 
number of pinning points derived from the measurements. 
An example of the experimental results obtained that formed the basis for the 
analysis is given in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the fractional dislocation damping 
remaining as a function of irradiation time at temperature, and Fig. 5 shows the number of 
pinning points, nD , added to the dislocation distribution, also as a function of irradiation 
time and temperature. Figure 5 was derived from Fig. 4 using the Granato-LUcke model for 
dislocation damping; the same results were obtained using elastic modulus results. The 
n 
UOL '1.0-1.15 tv 
I 
1.68-1.83ev 
1.04 - 1.19 IV I 
I 
Nod. Dislocation Lattice 
Figure 6 Schematic summary of the various energies. 
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Table III Energy values. 
Relaxation Times Energy (ev) Description 
1.10 Escape energy from nodal trap to dislocation 
.42 "Pipeline" diffusion energy 
.68 Binding energy to node 
1.0-1.15 Escape energy from dislocation to lattice 
0.64 Buck diffusion energy 
0.36-0.51 Binding energy of defect to dislocation 
parameter nD is obviously the direct coupling parameter between the experimental work and 
the model given above. 
With these results, a coherent picture of the defect dislocation at low defect 
concentrations was obtained. Figure 6 shows an "energy" level diagram that was developed 
to show schematically the diffusion and "bonding" of the defect to the dislocation, and 
Table III gives a summary of the energy specifics. 
This study provided a number of significant results. First, it provided a complete and 
self-consistent picture of defect/dislocation interactions at small defect concentrations. 
Secondly, the work provided information regarding dislocation features such as jog energies 
and sizes. Finally, from the lattice diffusion energy obtained, 0.64 ev., it was concluded that 
the defect was a freely migrating interstitial. This value was in agreement with many other 
experiments of the times and helped to solidify this identification. 
SUMMARY 
Otto's work was both broad in scope and deep in insight and rigor. As noted here, 
and in many other papers, he contributed significantly to technical advances in his time. He 
was both a great team player and an individual researcher who always provided an uplift 
when it was needed. I value both the professional relationship and personal friendship that I 
had with Otto and his family very deeply, and will miss him greatly. 
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